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BENJAMIN ROZAK MUSTANG DAILY
A grou p  o f  lea d ers-in -tra in in g  for th e  W eek o f  W elcom e (W O W ) program  gather in  
C h u m ash  A u d itor iu m  Tuesday for the w eek ly  m eetin g . Each m eetin g  has a them e; th is  
w e e k s  th em e w as M u stan g  P ride, so  a tten d ees w ere deck ed  o u t in  green and g o ld .
Budget forces 
fewer students
K ory H arb eck
VIE'SIANG IJAll.Y
Other than rising student fees and shrinking job 
pools, most students may not feel many effects ofC'ali- 
fornia’s nearly S20 billitm deficit. Hut that does not 
mean the budget crisis isn’t affecting (ial Holy.
, Enrollment is e.xpected to shrink to 4,150 tiew 
students this fall, a drop of 1,131 students from the 
2007 total. This admissions move is a preemptive 
counter to Ciov. Arnokl Schwarzenegger’s proposed 
budget cuts for the 200H-09 fiscal year.
The governor’s proposal would provide $3H0.1 
million less than the California State University sys­
tem request of $3.2 billion submitted in October 
2007, in line with across-the-board 10-percent cuts 
tor state allocations.
Of that total, $312.0 million would be an outright 
budget cut while the remaining $73.2 million would 
result from the lack of tlmds to offset the need for fin 
increase in student fees.
The proposed shortfall comes at a time when the 
C'SU system is already struggling to cope with $522 
million cuts from earlier in the decade, of which Ckil 
Holy took cuts of $22.9 million.
Those cuts resulted in staff reductions and positions 
being eliminated, said Larry Kelley, vice president for 
administration and finance.
In May 21)04, the CSU and UC. systems entered 
a compact with the governor that provided baseline 
funding for the next six years. The budget proposal is 
out of accord with the compact, C’al Poly President
see Deficit, page 2
World’s beaches 
strewn with trash
TT
H . J o s e f  H eb er t
AssociAn-:!) press
WASHINCiTON — The world’s beaches and 
shores are anything but pristine.
Volunteers scoured 33,000 miles of shoreline 
worldwide and found 6 million pouiiils of debris 
from cigarette butts and food wrappers to abandoned 
fishing lines and plastic hags that threaten seabirds antJ 
marine mammals.
A report released today by the Ocean C'onservancy 
catalogues nearly 7.2 million items that were collected 
by volunteers on a single day last September as they 
combed beaches and rocky shorelines in 76 countries 
tfom Bahrain to Bangladesh, and in 45 states fixim 
southern California to the rocky coast of Maine.
“This is a snapshot of one day, one moment in 
time, but it serves as a powerful reminder of our care­
lessness and how our disparate and random actions 
actually have a collective and global impact,” Vikki 
Spruill, president of the Ocean Conservancy, said in 
an interview.
The 378,(HK) volunteers on average collected 182 
pounds of trash for every mile of shoreline, both ocean 
coasdines and beaches on inland lakes and streams, 
prtividing a “global snapshot of the ocean trash prob­
lem.”
The most extensive cleanup was in the United 
States, where 190,(KK) volunteers covered 10,110 
miles — about a third of the worldwide total — and 
picked up 3.9 million pounds of debris on a single 
Saturday last September, according to the report.
That’s 390 pounds of trash per mile, among the 
highest rates of any country, although the high num­
ber also refiecLs the large number of U.S. volunteers 
who took part, said Spruill. By comparison, volun­
teers in neighboring Canada collected 74 pounds per 
mile and those in Mexico, 157 pounds per mile, said 
the report. About 65 pounds of trash were collected 
per mile in China, and 46 pounds per mile in New 
Zealand.Volunteers covered one mile in Bahrain and
see Beaches, page 2
ASSOCIATED PRESS
W om en injured in a car bom b attack are brought to  a hospital in Baqouba, 35  m iles northeast 
o f  Baghdad Tuesday. A ccording to  police , at least 6 8  people were w ou nded  in the blast.
Bombings kill 60 in Sunni Iraq
K im  Gam el
ASSOflATBD PRF-SS
BACjHDAII — Bombings blamed on al-Qai- 
cb in Iraq tore through market areas in Baghdad 
and outside the capital on Tuesday, killing nearly 
60 people and shattering weeks of relative calm in 
Sunni-dominated areas.
The bloodshed — in four cities as far north 
as Mosul and as far west as Ramadi — struck di­
rectly at U.S. claims that the Sunni insurgency is 
waning and being replaced by Shiite militia vio­
lence as a major threat.
The deadliest blasts took place in Baqouba 
and Ramadi, two cities where the U.S. military 
has claimed varying degrees of success in getting 
Sunnis to turn against al-Qaida.
In Baqouba, the Diyala provincial capital 35 
miles northeast of the capital, a parked car ex­
ploded about 11:30 a.m. in front of a restaurant 
across the street from the central courthouse and
other government offices.
Many of the victims were on their way to the 
court, at the restaurant or in cars passing through 
the area. A man identifying himself as Abu Sar- 
niad had just ordered lunch.
“I heard a big explosion and hot wind threw 
me from my chair to outside the restaurant,” he 
said from his hospital bed.
The force of the blast jolted the concrete bar­
riers erected along the road to protect the court­
house, witnesses said.
At least 40 people were killed and 70 wound­
ed, according to hospital officials, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity because they weren’t au­
thorized to release the information.
The U.S. military in northern Iraq gave a 
slightly lower toll, saying 35 Iraqi citizens were 
killed, including a policeman, and 66 wounded. 
It said the blast destroyed three buses and dam-
see Iraq, page 2
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toiiiul 3(tU poiiiuls ot trash.
But Spruill saul the voIuuk“ 
of trash (.'oricftod tolls only part 
ot the story. 11k* items that are 
tt)und tell us about the behavior 
ot people enjoying the beaches 
and coastlines of the world.
“It represents a general care­
lessness we have. ... Were the 
bad guys. Trash doesn't tall from 
the sky. it actually falls from our 
hands,” said Spruill.
The debris ranges from the 
relatively harmless, although an­
noying and an eyesore, to items 
that annually result in the death 
of hundreds of thousands of 
seabirds and marine mammals 
caught m abandoned fishing 
lines and netting.
w w w .nnistangdaily .net
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A third of the items found 
came trom smokers.
The volunteers collected 
,md cataloged nearly 2.3 million 
cigarette butts, filters and cigar 
tips. And they found .387,S27 
bags; more than 1.7 million 
k)od wrappers, containers, lids, 
cups, plates and eating utensils; 
and nearly 1.2 million bottles 
and beverage cans.
I )ivers also scoured wa­
ters offshore, collecting about 
16().()()() pounds of debris from 
cigarette waste and food con­
tainers to more threatening 
items: abandoned fishing lines, 
plastic bags, rope, fishing nets 
and abandoned crab and lobster 
traps.
Tlie International Coastal 
C'leanup also focused attention 
on the tlamage these items can 
do, pr(.)gram sponsors said.
The volunteers came across 
81 birds. ()3 fish, 4‘> inverte­
brates. .V> mammals, 11 reptiles 
and one amphibian that all had 
become entangled in various 
debris, most often discarded 
fishing line, rope or plastic bags, 
according to the report.
Among other items that en­
tangle animals and birds were 
balloon ribbons and strings, 
building material, vehicle tires, 
wire and beverage six-pack 
holders.
In all, .37 percent of the trash 
was related to shoreline rec­
reational activities, .33 percent 
from smoking-related activi­
ties, 6.3 percent from fishing or 
waterway activities, 2 percent 
from dumping, and less than 1 
percent from medical and per­
sonal hygiene activities, said the 
report.
D e f ic it
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Warren Baker said.
All 23 eSU  campuses have held forums over 
the last month in hopes of swaying legislators to 
reject the governors proposal.With the dire pre­
dictions for the economy and no end in sight. 
Baker characterizes the chances as “slim.”
Schwarzenegger will release his “May Revise” 
next month. After the revision, the budget is sent 
to the state legislature where, ideally, it will be 
in place by July 1 for the beginning of the fiscal 
year. However, it’s almost always approved in the 
next couple of months.
“The schedule for the budget doesn’t coin­
cide with higher education’s timetable,” Baker 
said at an ASl Board of Directors meeting last 
week. “For example. Cal Poly accepts students in 
February but doesn’t know what our budget will 
be, sometimes until September. That can create 
problems.”
The shortfall for Cal Poly if the current pa>- 
posal went forward would be $9.9 million or $7.3 
million if a student fee increase was implemented. 
President Baker was confident Cal Poly would be 
able to deal with the budget next year.
“The scarier thing is that this is going to be 
a multi-year problem; we can get by one year, in 
terms of carryover and other things we can do, 
represented in one-year funding, money that’s 
available only once,” he said. “To go into multiple 
years of a recession or continued significant struc­
tural deficits in the budget will add up to serious 
consequences for the higher education system.”
The last time California faced a serious reces­
sion in 1994-95, CSU campuses saw enrollment 
drop across the system and the student fees in­
creased by 40 percent. Cdass size and availability 
would also be at risk, but the potential lack of 
access seems to worry administrators most.
“Long-term effects of any budget cuts means
we will bring in fewer students, in turn we will 
have less graduates, and we won’t be a solution to 
the growing dilemma in California,” said James 
Maraviglia, assistant vice president of admissions, 
recruitment and financial aid.
“We also know that those students that have 
been traditionally underrepresented in higher ed­
ucation will have even less of a chance to step up 
and be a part of the system,” Kelley said.
Lack of access was evident in the application 
process this year.The average GPA and SAT scores 
for accepted applicants across all colleges rose .07 
to 3.87 and 30 points to 1267, respectively. Those 
numbers may seem small, but in a pool of 37,783 
applicants, they make a difference.
The College of Engineering alone turned 
aw'ay 400 hopeful students with a 4.0 GPA for 
admission this fall.
“The governor himself said California is in 
desperate need of 20,000 civil engineers, yet here 
is an institution with demand for engineers, turn­
ing those students away at the same time the gov­
ernor is crying out,” Maraviglia said.
“There is contradiction occurring in the bud­
get,” Baker said. “And it does not bode well for 
the workforce.”
“It’s self-defeating the needs of the citizenship,” 
Maraviglia added.
In Gov. Schwarzenegger’s proposal, higher ed­
ucation would receive 11.6 percent of state allo­
cations compared to 10.2 percent for corrections 
and rehabilitation. But the money going to higher 
education includes student fees.
“Actual state funding is less today than what 
goes into supporting prisons and incarceration,” 
President Baker says.
In 2(K)3-04, higher education received 14.2 
percent of the state’s budget.
“At the same time they are converting a facil­
ity in Paso Robles to a youth prison for KMK) in-* 
mates. Cal Poly is having to turn away more than 
1 ,(HK) students,” Kelley said.“Which group is more 
important for the state’s future?”
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aged 10 shops.
AP lelevision News footage showed 
many oi the bodies covered in crisp 
white sheets and black plastic bags in a 
hospital courtyard while the emergency 
room inside was overwhelmed with the 
wounded.
It was the deadliest bombing in Iraq 
since March 6, when a twin bombing 
killed 68 people in a crowded shopping 
district in the central Baghdad district ot 
Karradah.The attack was also the deadli­
est in Baqouba since The Associated Press 
began tracking Iraqi casualties in late 
April 2003.
The U.S. military said Tuesday that 
attacks in Baqouba have dropped no­
ticeably since last June. But a series of 
assassinations and other high-profile at­
tacks have occurred in and around the 
city this year, and American commanders 
have consistently warned that al-Qaida- 
led insurgents continue to pose a serious 
danger.
“Although attacks such as today’s event 
are tragic, it is not indicative of the overall 
security situation in Baqouba,” Maj. Mike 
Garcia, a spokesman for U.S. forces in Di- 
yala province, said in a statement.
According to an AP count, at least 
126 Iraqis have been killed in war-related 
violence in Baqouba so far in 2008; the 
majority, 65, were killed in 10 separate 
bombings. At least 818 Iraqis were killed 
in war-related violence in the city* last 
year, up slightly from 793 the year be­
fore.
Baqouba and Ramadi were strong­
holds of al-Qaida in Iraq and saw some 
of the fiercest fighting of the U.S.-led 
war until local Sunni tribal leaders fed 
up with the terror network’s brutal tac­
tics joined forces with the U.S. military 
against it last year.
The Sunni revolt, an influx of some 
30,0(M) American troops and a cease-fire 
by radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, 
led to a decline in violence there as well 
as in Baghdad.
In particular, the U.S. military has 
touted Ramadi as a success story. The for­
mer al-Qaida stronghold, 70 miles west of 
Baghdad, is the capital of Anbar province 
and has largely been sealed off by check­
points.
Tuesday’s bombing in Ramadi came 
about an hour after the Baqouba attack.
A suicide attacker on a motorcycle 
drove up to a kebab restaurant, went in­
side and detonated his explosives vest, 
killing at least 13 people, including three 
off-duty policemen and two children, 
and wounding 20, according to police 
and hospital oflicials.
Ahmed al-Dulaimi,a 27-year-old me-
chanic, escaped injury because he was sit­
ting at a back table. But he said his cousin, 
who owned the restaurant, was killed.
“Suddenly, a motorcycle parked near 
the restaurant and a man came running 
in, and then a huge explosion took place,” 
al-l)ulaimi said.“ Pieces of flesh flew into 
the air and the roof fell over us.”
The blast in central Baghdad also took 
place shortly after midday. A parked car 
bomb targeted a police patrol, killing 
four civilians who were passing by and 
wounding 15 other people, police said.
The U.S. military condemned the 
bombings in Baqouba, Ramadi and 
Baghdad and said they appeared to have 
been carried out by al-Qaida in Iraq.
The fourth bombing took place in 
Mosul, a city 225 miles northwest of 
Baghdad that the U.S. military has called 
the last urban stronghold for al-Qaida in 
Iraq.
At 3:45 p.m., a double car bombing 
wounded three Iraqi policemen and 15 
civilians, the U.S. military said. Iraqi po­
lice Brig. Gen. Khalid Abdul-Satter said 
the attack killed one civilian and wound­
ed 16 others.
U.S.-allied Sunni fighters have found 
themselves increasingly targeted by vio­
lence and frustrated by a perceived lack 
of support by the Shiite-dominated gov­
ernment.
The purported leader of the al-Qaida 
umbrella group, the Islamic State of Iraq, 
called on those who switched sides to 
return to the insurgency. He made his 
statement in an Internet audiotape posted 
Tuesd,iy on a militant Web site.
Abu Omar al-Baghdadi, whom the 
U.S. has described as a fictitious charac­
ter who used to give an Iraqi face to the 
organization, urged the Sunnis to direct 
their arms against “the Crusaders and 
those who support them,” using typical 
militant rhetoric for the United States.
While the Sunni insurgency has re­
cently appeared to wane, the U.S. military 
has increasingly pointed to Shiite militia 
violence as one of the greatest threats to 
Iraq’s stability.
On Tuesday, Shiite extremists clashed 
again with U.S.-Iraqi forces in Baghdad 
and the oil-rich southern city of Basra.
U.S. soldiers backed by an airstrike 
killed six militants after a gunbattle broke 
out in the Sudayrah area, near Baghdad’s 
main Shiite militia stronghold of Sadr City, 
the military said. Iraqi police in the area 
claimed that two boys were among those 
killed in the airstrike, but the military said 
no civilian casualties were reported.
In southern Iraq, three aides to Iraq’s 
top Shiite cleric. Grand Ayatollah Ali al- 
Sistani, escaped assassination in separate 
attacks Tuesday, although two of them 
were seriously wounded, police said.
The attacks came four days after a top 
al-Sadr aide was assassinated in Najaf.
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“What does diversity 
mean to you?”
Compiled and photographed by Shannon Boren
“ D iversity is ju s t  a 
bu ttload  o f d iffe ren t 
people living in peace 
together.”
—  Laurie Terry, 
psychology senior
“ I t ’s d iffe re n t people 
and d iffe re n t cu ltu res , 
w hich I a d m it I haven ’t  
seen a lo t o f here a t 
Cal Poly.”
—  Tyler Philliber, 
materials engineering 
freshman
“ I th in k  o f d ive rs ity  o f 
th o u g h t, s ince  we d o n ’t  
have a lo t o f cu ltu ra l 
d ive rs ity  here .”
—  Katie Berger, 
biological sciences 
sophomore
“ I t ’s  th e  ab ility  to  be 
open-m inded to  
d iffe re n t sub jec ts  and 
d iffe re n t people .”
—  Dylan Bice, 
mechanical engineering 
freshman
I
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State
SANTA ANA (AP) — The
scandal-plaj;ucd Orange County 
Sheriff’s Department is investi­
gating whether jail staff Tasered 
a cat that was found dead on fa­
cility grounds, a spokesman said 
Tuesday.
The investigation comes after 
a scathing criminal grand jury re­
port last week that found depu­
ties at Theo Lacy jail sent per­
sonal text messages and watched 
TV w'hile inmates beat a fellow 
inmate to death. Another inmate 
died last week after being Tasered 
at the jail.
• • •
M O D ESTO  (AP) — A
Modesto man whose 2-year-old
daughter shot herself to death 
while playing with a loaded gun 
will spend more than nine years 
in prison.
Felix Arellano was sentenced 
Tuesday. He was convicted of 
felony child endangerment and 
four other charges after pleading 
guilty in the death of his daugh­
ter, 2-year-old Cruzita Arellano.
Prosecutors said he was very 
remorseful, but that he set the 
tragedy in motion when he left a 
loaded handgun on a table while 
he slept.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
new report recommends the Los 
Angeles Police Department’s elite
SWAT team be overhauled.
A summary of the report, com­
piled by a panel of police officers 
from other departments, was re­
leased Tuesday.
Although the report con­
tained praise for the unit, it found 
SWAT officers to often be “insu­
lar, self-justifying and resistant to 
change.”
It said SWAT officers are also 
too hasty at times to move into 
assault mode rather than give ne­
gotiators more time to resolve a 
crisis.
ChiefWilliam Bratton says he 
is ready to implement many of 
the report’s recommendations.
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celebritynew s
Cosby Going H ip-Hop
Hill C'oshy has recorded a Inp- 
hop album set tor release next 
month. “C'osby Narratives Vol. 1;
State ot Emergency” blends the co­
median’s concepts and stories with 
a hip-hop, pop and jazz sound­
track.
“1 do not rap on any of these 
things,” C'osby told Ilie Associ­
ated Press on Mtiiiday. “I wouldn't 
know how to fix my mouth to say 
some of the words.”
Caisby said the hip-hop music 
he hears is profane and tlegrading.
His album is “the opposite of what 
1 think is the protanity for no par­
ticular reason, the misogv’iiy for no particular reason,” 
he said. "It really looks at the frustration and the anger 
that a young man may have.”
Keeping It Jay-Z
Organizers of one of Britain’s best-known music fes­
tivals on Tuesday defended their decision to book Jay-Z 
as their headline act after C')asis songwriter Noel (ial- 
lagher blamed the rapper for disappointing ticket sales.
The outdoor Cilastonbury fest is a cornerstone of 
Britain’s music calendar, but it has yet to sell out this 
year, in contrast to past years when tickets were snapped 
up within hours.
Gallagher, whose band headlined the festival in 1995 
and 2004, said rap was to blame.
No Foul Play Here
in a statement issued Tuesday, Alicia Keys said she 
was clarifying “comments that were made during my 
recent Blender magazine interview, since they have 
been misrepresented.”
According to an interview in the magazine’s May 
issue, the 27-year-old singer said: ‘“Ciangsta rap’ was a 
ploy to convince black people to kill each other.‘Gang- 
sta rap’ didn’t exist.” She also is quoted as saying that 
she wears a gold AK-47 pendant around her neck “to
%
Bill Cosby
symbolize strength, power and kill­
ing ’em dead.”
“We stand by our story,” Blender 
spokeswoman Kate Gafaro told The 
Associated Press on Tuesday.
“My comments about ‘gangsta 
rap’ were in no way trying to sug­
gest that the government is respon­
sible for creating this genre of rap 
music,” Keys said in a statement is­
sued bv I Records.
Anim ator Dead
Ollie Johnston, the last of the 
“Nine Old Men” who animat­
ed “Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs,” “Fantasia,” “Bambi” and 
other classic Walt 1 )isney films has died. He was 95.
Johnston died of natural causes Monday at a long­
term care facility in Sequim,Wash.,Walt Disney Studios 
Vice President Howard E. Cireen said Tuesday.
“Ollie was part of an amazing generation of artists, 
one of the real pioneers of our art, one of the major 
participants in the blossoming of animation into the art 
form we know today,” Roy E. Disney, nephew of Walt 
Disney and director emeritus of the Walt Disney Co., 
said in a statement.
More Lowe Problems
C')ne of three former employees being sued by Rob 
Lowe said the actor sexually abused her for years, but 
she continued to work for him and his wife because she 
loved their two boys and needed tlicjob.
In legal papers filed in Santa Barbara,Jessica Gibson 
says Lowe touched her inappropriately several times be­
tween September 2005 and January 20Wi.
Gibson worked for Rob and Sheryl Lowe on and off 
for seven years before quitting on Feb. 24.
“I always thought it would be different when I went 
back, but it was not,” Gibson said in the suit. “I stayed 
as long as I did because of the children and because 1 
needed a job.”
— 'Ilte Associated Press.
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Briefs
National
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. 
(AP) — C 'ommand Sgt. Maj. 1 )a- 
vicl Allafd used to break down 
Army troops to prepare them for 
the rigors of the infantry. But af­
ter suffering a brain injitr\' in Iraq, 
he got a new assignment; helping 
re’tHiild wounded soldiers so they 
could return to duty.
Allard launched one of the Ar­
my’s new “warrior transition units,” 
which bring military-style structure 
to the recovery piocess and gath­
er wounded soldiers into groups 
where their main mission is to heal.
“This is the first and perhaps the 
only time in their military career 
where their job is to focus on get­
ting better,” said (iol. Tom Thomas, 
commander of the hospital at Fort 
Campbell that cares for wounded 
soldiers.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal jury convicted a woman 
Tuesday of running a prostitution 
service that catered to members of 
Washington’s political elite.
Deborah Jeane Palfrey, 52, sighed 
as the verdict was read. She had re­
peatedly denied the escort service 
engaged in prostitution, saying that 
if any of the women engaged in sex 
acts for money, they did so without 
her knowledge.
Palfrey said her defunct business, 
Pamela Martin & Associates, was “a 
legal, high-end erotic fantasy ser­
vice” that serviced elite clients.
International
PARIS (AP) — In image- 
conscious France, it may soon be a 
crime to glamorize the ultra-thin. 
A new French bill cracks down 
on Web sites that advise anorexics 
on how to starve — and could be 
used to hit fashion industry heavy­
weights, too.
The groundbreaking bill, ad­
opted Tuesday by Parliament’s 
lower house, recommends fines of 
up to $71,()()() and three-year pris­
on sentences for offenders who 
encourage “extreme thinness.” It 
goes to the Senate in the coming 
weeks.
• • •
GOMA, Congo (AP) — A
Congolese jetliner with about 85 
people aboard crashed on takeoff 
Tuesday, careening off a runway 
into a busy neighborhood and 
bursting into flames, officials said.
Witnesses reported dozens of 
bodies at the crash site in this city 
in eastern Congo. Rescue work­
ers with tractors, trucks and shov­
els searched for survivors as U.N. 
peacekeepers sprayed the wreck­
age with hoses. Smoke and flames 
engulfed the charred debris.
The remains of the cockpit and 
tail rose over the flattened fuselage, 
Anna Ridout of the aid agency 
World Vision said from the scene. 
Rescue workers carried about 20 
bodies from the plane, many on 
stretchers, she said.
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Nicholas Vernhes, you’re a genius
(and your “Living Bridge” com pilation is just as cool)
The “ Living Bridge” compilation is fucking cool. 1 don’t 
mean that as a throwaway comment either. Nicholas Vern­
hes who put this compilation together has so much cool­
ness that 1 don’t know how he had time to put this together, 
seeing as he’s probably Hooded with plenty of free coke and 
offers of hot hipster sex.
How do you get this cool? 1 mean, it’s just utterly im­
plausible.
First, the guy is from lirooklyn and I’m guessing Wil­
liamsburg. Fie probably throws on a Valet tee and rides 
his fixed-gear bike to work. No, he probably 
doesn’t even do that. He probably rolls out 
of his lofted bed and into his sick record­
ing studio Rare Book Room Records.
Seriously, the man has been re­
cording the best underground bands 
in his own studio in Brooklyn since 
1995. Example: In 1997, he recorded 
one ofTed Leo’s first bands, Cdiisel.
1 mean he was recording that guy 
before he got crossover fame. Legit.
Straight up legit.
You know what he just finished re­
cording a few days ago? The new Deer- 
hunter record, “Microcastle.” What does that 
mean in layman’s terms? If independent records 
were toilet paper, Deerhunter would be a nice French bi­
det.
Second, he just opened a record label releasing said un­
derground bands. Let me repeat that. He OWNS a record 
label AND a recording studio IN Brooklyn.
Most people who live in Brooklyn only own a Japanther 
vinyl and a funny hat and think that makes them cool. Not 
Nicholas Vernhes.
He has a record label and is releasing records by the 
bands Palms and Lia Ices. I’ve never even heard of either of 
those bands — that’s how cool this guy is.
Third, the first record released on his label is this “Living 
Bridge” compilation. Let me just say, this track list is what
Hipster
Bullshit
my play sheet looks like when I do a radio 
show.
No, wait; 1 have no idea who LUS, The 
Jewish or Kapow is. 1 only know the big 
bands on here like Rings (insert undetectable 
hipster sarcastn).
This track list is like the playlist 1 wish 1 
had so 1 could actually feel like being an elit­
ist asshole was appropriate. Not to mention 
that it’s not just a compilation of things this 
guy likes.
 ^ All of these songs were re­
corded in his recording studio 
and none of them have been 
released anywhere else.
This man recorded 
songs from bands like 
Deerhunter, Black Dice 
and Avey Tare of Animal 
C'ollective solely for this 
collection. C^h, except for 
one. The Silver jews song 
Vernhes recorded was an un- 
released track for hipster staple 
album “American Water.”
Nicholas Vernhes, the rest of the world 
may not entirely know how straight up legit 
you are and may not even buy your awesome 
compilation after this article. But 1 know. I 
envy you.
If hipsters were cars, I’d be a PT Cruiser and 
you’d be like some sort of sustainable electric 
hovercraft that could go like a billion miles per 
hour. You’re probably not even doing this to 
get laid. One more point for you, you asshole.
Graham Culbertson is a journalism senior and a 
stacks director for KCPR, San Luis Obispo, 91.3 
FXi. He’s also completely full of it.
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Rare B ook  R oom  Records’ “L iving Bridge” com p ila tion  is a 2 5 -son g  m as­
terpiece from  N icholas Vernhes.
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“What happens when a whole bunch of 
sexy vegan girls get together? A whole lot of 
laughs and tasty fun,” said Bob Banner of the 
HopeDance organization when reading a de­
scription of one of the films he chose to pres­
ent in his short films festival.
HopeDance will host its annual short film 
festival from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday at the San 
Luis Obispo City/County Library.
Banner said that this festival allows him to 
show the public how much creativity is out 
there.
“There are a lot more filmmakers than 
ever because of not only the technology, but 
because mainstream is so boring,” he said. “1 
just want to show people what’s possible and 
what’s out there.”
Dr. Peter Huber, who shows HopeDance 
films at a venue in Templeton, said the festival 
shows “films that get us to think. They inspire 
and help us to improve society and the com­
munity more. ... (They) explore what’s next 
for all.”
Banner said that it was hard for him to 
decide which films to show because of the 
amount of material he had accumulated re­
cently.
“There’s so many that I want to show, but 
I’m not going to go over two hours,” he said.
The films will range in length from about 
three minutes to around 20 minutes.
How Banner gets the films is quite simple, 
he said.“ If 1 find the films online, I talk to the 
filmmakers and say, ‘Hey, you know, can we 
use this?”’
The assortment of films includes “The 
Laughing Club of India,” which Banner said 
is hilarious due to the fact that “just by having 
that (laughing) as an exercise people start to 
do it and it affects their lives.”
Another film that Banner was eager to talk 
about was “The Story of Stuff.”
“ It’s such a good film and is so important,” 
he said.
The reason for the importance placed on 
the animated film. Banner said, is that the film 
is about “a crucial thing about why we are 
killing ourselves.” «
Those interested can also see some of the 
short films online at HopeDance.org by click­
ing on the link marked “shorts.”
When asked if thjj festival was appropriate 
for all ages. Banner said children would prob­
ably fall asleep.
“Last time we did a short film festival, some
people brought their kids in. They weren’t 
warned and got upset with me.” Banner said, 
“They thought that short film festival implied 
animation, fun and cutesy stuff, and that wasn’t 
my understanding at all.”
Huber said he hopes the audience will 
walk away with a more open mind after view­
ing the films.
“1 hope it will get them to talk to one an­
other and explore what we as a whole want 
the world to be,” he said.
Banner agreed that he wanted to really get 
a reaction out of audiences.
“I want them to be inspired. I want them 
to get angry. 1 want them to be disturbed. I 
want them to feel love in their hearts,” he said. 
“1 hope it inspires them to get off their butts, 
so they’re not just being entertained, and to 
do something with their lives.”
Banner said society as a whole is at a criti­
cal juncture at this moment.
“ If everybody did what they are supposed 
to be doing on this planet, 1 think we could 
really pull it off.” Banner said,“For so long we 
haven’t even believed in a sense of continuity. 
We believe that when we die that’s it so of 
course we’re going to fuck up the planet — 
who cares? It’s like a garbage heap for us and 
our enjoyment, and that’s a big one, that’s got 
to change.”
Banner said he has been showing films at 
the San Luis Obispo City/County Library, lo­
cated at 995 Palm St., for the past seven years 
and will begin in May to show short films on 
campus once a week as well.
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The 19th annual Filipino Cultural Night is coming 
back to Cal Poly after playing in Arroyo Grande last year 
— and it s coming back in live action.
The event, more frequendy referred to as PCN, is 
a production celebrating Filipino culture through the 
dancing, singing and writing talents of the members of 
the Filipino Cultural Exchange club (PCE).The show is 
highly anticipated, drawing college students of all types to 
witness the beautiful Filipino art forms on stage.
This years FCN, titled “Hear All About It,” is a live- 
action cartoon about an 11 -year-old barrio newsboy, 
Harold, played by Daniel Verango. After Maurice (Ran­
dy Estoesta), the crazy inventor, goes missing, Daniel 
and his two friends Rosey (Anjelica Concepcion) and 
Gus (Ray Balolong) leave the barrio to find him. They 
encounter a “mystical creature” named Ewie (Dwayne 
Agiao) as well as the “barrio bully” Baboy (Richard 
Ruiz). As their search continues, they become involved 
in blocking The Colonel (Nate Harvey) from leading a 
Philippine uprising with The Ringmaster (Alisa Oroz­
co) and their minions.
FCE members — including coordinators Kristine 
Atienza, Simone Bundang, Raniel Camacho, Stephen 
Heraldo and Janina Umali — have been planning this 
year’s PCN since last May.
“ It’s really fun,” Heraldo said. “There’s a lot of 
comedy.”
The show is always impressive, with creative sto­
rylines, breathtaking costumes, elegant dancing and 
beautiful voices. The scenery is elaborate, the labor put 
into it obvious. Filipino culture is skillfully inteijected 
throughout the production, which is oftentimes humor­
ous and always entertaining.
Filipino art forms featured in FCN include perfor­
mances from Ating Himig (a four-part choir), Kasa)^an 
(traditional folk dancing) and modern (hip-hop) dancing, 
as well as accompaniment from a live band. All the parts 
are intertwined into the approximate two-and-a-half- 
hour show, reduced from la.st year’s four-hour length.
An astounding total of 80 to 85 people perform in FCE, 
with some playing a variety of roles and others specializing 
in certain parts. Some performers are not necessarily active 
members but still participate in the popular production.
Joclar Dala, a political science sophomore who per­
forms in FCN, said the different parts of the show mean 
a lot to the performers.
“Students put a lot of hard work into it, but it’s worth 
all the hard work because there are a lot of different 
aspects of the show, which unifies the club and our cul­
ture and how we excel as students, though we are still 
performers at the same time,” she said.
FCN will show at 6 p.m. April 18 and 19 in Spanos 
Theater, an improvement in convenience from last year’s 
FCN host. The Clark Center for the Ferforming Arts, 
where FCN was held last year, is 17.5 miles from Cal 
Foly in Arroyo Grande.
The on-campus location is also more convenient, con­
sidering FCN will show during Open House weekend.
“We’re competing with the rodeo,” Umali said with 
a laugh.
FCE hopes the busy weekend will mean even more 
attendees than in past years to the show it’s calling “the 
show you need to see at Open House.”
Heraldo stressed, “You don’t have to be Filipino to 
come and watch!”
Tickets are $12 for students and children, $15 for 
adults, and can be purchased at the Ferforming Arts Tick­
et Office online at pacslo.com or by calling 756-2787.
To learn more about FC'N, visit pceslo.eom/2008pcn.
Faster service = good times at Garden Grille
There have been a wealth of 
things to smile about at Garden 
Grille lately.
Not only have lots of physical 
changes taken place in the 
eatery since Fail quarter, but 
shifts in food preparation and 
choices have made dining at 
Garden Grille better.
The main improvement has 
been in speed with which grill 
and pasta items are made and 
served. Concerns over the time 
it took between ordering and 
receiving food were addressed, 
resulting in more satisfactory 
waiting times.
Í Í The fresh place to eat 9 9
In addition, several menu 
items have been added to the 
various food sections. Daily 
combo specials are now 
available at the grill. There’s a 
greater variety of items offered 
on a n)tating menu at the Chefs 
Table.
There are also daily baked 
pasta features as well as a 
weekly salad feature. Finally, 
customers can now enjoy 
smaller portions of salad or 
pasta... at a smaller price.
Garden Grille is open for 
lunch 11 :()0 a.m. to 4:59 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and 
from noon to 2:30 p.m., and
paid advertisement
9 .
dinner from 5:00 
p.m. to 8:00 
p.m. every day. / 
It is located 
downstairs 
from the 
U.U. plaza, 
next to the 
Campus Dining 
customer service 
office in Building 
19. Be sure 
to stop by 
and exper 
ience the 
changes!
m
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publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal 
Fbly campus and the neighbonng eexn- 
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The liberal media ain’t
that liberal
Barack Obama is a crappy bowler, Hillary 
Clinton is really rich, and the White House 
thinks it can bypass the ('onstituticin (among 
other laws) and torture its prisoners at will. 
Among these recent headlines, which do 
you think the “liberal,” “Republican-bash­
ing” media chose to focus on the most?
According to Lexis Nexis, the truly 
pointless Obama and Clinton stories were 
mentioned more than 1,100  times in the last 
30 days, whereas the recent Pentagon tor­
ture memo saw fewer than 300 mentions. 
That just doesn’t seem right, but the truth is 
that as much as conservatives love to whine 
about widespread “liberal media bias,” recent 
events show just the opposite.
Let’s begin with that aforementioned 
torture-memo, which w'as released less than 
two weeks ago and got such little attention. 
This SI-page legal brief from 2001, written 
by John Yoo, then-deputy attorney general, 
is essentially the “smoking gun” document 
that authorized the U.S. military to begin 
detaining and torturing prisoners in Guan­
tanamo Bay, Abu Ghraib, and black sites 
prisons across the globe. In the document, 
Yoo and his justice department colleagues 
concluded that items like the Fourth and 
Fifth Amendments (which protect us from 
warrant-less searches and ensure due process 
and speedy trials) “had no application to do­
mestic military campaigns” like the ongo­
ing “war on terror.” Furthermore, the memo 
stated that torture protection offered by the 
Geneva Conventions should not apply to 
U.S. detainees, even though the Supreme 
Court has held that our detainees are in fact 
protected by the Geneva Conventions.
The ramifications of this type of news 
story should be taken quite seriously by our 
media. For example, conservative political 
observer Andrew Sullivan candidly stated 
that these revelations mean that John Yoo, 
among others in the Bush administration, 
will eventually be tried for war crimes (1 
would take 10 years off my life to see that 
happen). However, despite all this contro­
versy and potential political fallout, che “lib­
eral media” has done very little to educate 
Americans about this important develop­
ment as indicated by the tepid coverage.
O f course, this media bias, or lack thereof,
always accépti»g!i
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is not only restricted to the “war on terror” 
but is also evident in the current presidential 
campaigns as the media continuously gives 
John McC'ain a pass on every issue he faces. 
Over the last few weeks, McC'ain, who con­
stantly touts his foreign policy “expertise” 
as his best asset, has repeatedly said Iran is 
helping al-Qaida in Iraq. O f course, anyone 
with half a brain knows McC'ain’s assertion 
is impossible given the deep religious di­
vide between Shiites and Sunnis; neverthe­
less, McCain has made this false claim more 
than three times since March! In fact, Mc­
Cain’s Iraq lies got so bad that at one point 
he needed someone to whisper in his ear on 
live television to tell him that he was wrong. 
Sadly, the media’s response to these numer­
ous overwhelming blunders was almost pure 
silence.
Could you imagine if Obama or Clinton 
made this type of gaff during a speech? It 
would be played over and over again, 
and would likely cost 
them the nomination.
However, when John 
McCain makes this 
type of mistake, it’s no 
big deal. In fact. Fox 
News, being as “fair 
and balanced” as they 
are, excused the gaff as 
an innocent “senior mo- , 
ment.”
O f course, repeated mis­
takes on Iran and al-Qaida 
connections do not qualify 
as “senior moments.” In­
stead, this statement by Fox 
News raises another question 
that nobody from the me­
dia seems to bring up: If McC'ain’s having 
“moments” now, what is he going to be like 
in 2012? I find it stunning that for all the 
media’s blabbering about whether Ameri­
cans are prepared to embrace a black can­
didate or a female candidate, nobody asks 
whether we’re willing to embrace a 72-year- 
old candidate in McCain.
Maybe the media doesn’t press McCiain 
about his age because it doesn’t want to ap­
pear ageist, but age (as opposed to race or 
gender) is actually a relevant factor in poli­
tics, and concerns many voters. An NBCV 
WSJ poll recently revealed that more than 
70 percent of Americans believe they are 
ready to elect a black president or a wom­
an president; however, only 60 percent said 
they are ready to vote for a candidate over 
the age of 70.
Looking at all these current lapses in 
coverage, the media clearly needs to stop 
worrying about being labeled “liberal” or 
“biased” by conservatives because the sad 
truth is that they will always be called those 
things. The reason. It has always been easier 
for people to pass blame than accept blame. 
Consequently, the best thing the media can 
do to help itself is to educate Americans on 
difficult issues like torture, or hold politi­
cians accountable for their mistakes because 
facts supersede all political loyalties.
Patrick \Iolnar is a husitiess junior and a lib­
eral columnist for the Mustang Daily.
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Understanding
liberals?
I must admit I 
spend way too much 
time trying to un­
derstand why liberals 
think the way they do. 
It frequently puzzles me 
as to how they can be so 
certain they are right when 
1 know without a doubt they 
are wrong. As an idealist, I hope I can con­
vince or persuade the other side that they 
are wrong or misguided and to “see the 
light.” I have tried many times with little, 
if any, success.
Then it dawned on me this weekend 
while I was watching “Star Wars.” The 
dark side (liberals) hope to bring order, 
freedom and prosperity to the country 
by having a firm grip on the population 
through laws, regulations and taxes. The 
Jedi (conservatives) promote the same 
goals through individual freedoms, per­
sonal responsibility and a limited demo­
cratic government.
The age-old question then becomes 
who is right? As a conservative, I must 
say I’m right and the liberals are wrong. 
However, from the liberal perspective, it is 
the opposite. The correct answer turns out 
to be that we are both right ... from our 
own perspective.
The problem then becomes how to
work together though our political pro­
cess, especially when the liberals have so 
many conflicting points of view. A good 
example is with energy policy. Liberals 
contend that we should reduce our for­
eign dependency on oil. 1 agree and argue 
that we start drilling here, whei^ we have 
oil resources and build more refineries 
to process the resources we have. While 
we are at it, we might as well build a few 
more nuclear plants to provide cheap, 
clean energy.
However, liberals then scream that we 
might harm the Arctic caribou or some 
other species.They are afraid of the Exxon 
Valdez spill or Three Mile Island accident 
happening again, resulting in loss of life. I 
would be more than willing to take the 
risk because 1 want that affordable energy. 
Liberals are not willing to take that same 
risk.
These issues extend much further. The 
liberal perspective of the “war on terror” 
is that we should stop spending billions 
on what they consider to be a quagmire. 
Conservatives contend that we should stop 
spending trillions on the poverty issues. 
Liberals want to save an endangered fish 
in the Klamath Basin; conservatives want 
to allow agriculturalists to produce food 
and fiber with the same water resources. 
Liberals want to let anyone here in this
country obtain citizenship; conservatives 
want people to become citizens legally.
The point I’m trying to make is that 
in my attempts to understand liberals, 1 
realize that 1 can do little to change their 
minds, just as they can do little to change 
my mind. We will always have conflict be­
tween what each side of the political spec­
trum perceives. Each side will continue 
to have misconceptions about the other. 
While I want to give the other side the 
benefit of the doubt and openly discuss 
issues and policies, I realize this will never 
work.
For too long, we as conservatives have 
attempted openness and fairness in our 
dealings with liberals only to be screwed 
by the other side. Enough is enough. We 
have to take a stand and defeat the liber­
als who challenge us — through whatever 
means necessary.
Bottom line: Liberals are the evil dark 
side that is consistently hypocritical, de­
ceitful and wrong. They will destroy our 
country if they ever gain full control of 
our government. They must be stopped 
... at least in my point of view.
hm Nachreittcr is an aj^ riculture science se­
nior, treasurer for the Cal Poly College Re­
publicans and a Mustang Daily consen'atiue 
columnist.
GUEST COMMENTARY
Immoral charity
Writing the other day on how 
poverty afflicts America, Cxil- 
lin Edwards expressed an opinion 
that joins the flow of mainstream 
thought without a ripple. His in­
sistence that poverty is a burden 
upon everyone is a point which 
has been and will continue to be 
a major talking point among presi­
dential candidates of both parties. 
While this article critiques the 
opinion of a single author, it is 
intended to critique the mass of 
uncritical thought that presently 
plagues the populace. And because 
Mr. Edwards presents such a con­
ventional, unquestioned model of 
reasoning, he shall be the unfor­
tunate vehicle for a much-needed 
critique.
Mr. Edwards begins benignly 
enough, reflecting upon the con­
dition of his troubled heart when 
he observes or reads about poverty. 
However, he quickly shifts from 
sharing his own private sentiment 
to advising what “we” as Ameri­
cans ought to do. Why is it that 
people like Mr. Edwards, Obama, 
Hillary Clinton or McCain always 
perceive themselves in the lofty 
position of advising what “we” 
ought to think or do?
I have no problem with Mr. 
Edwards and his ilk if they stopped
at this point, but they 
nearly always go a 
step further. Their 
reasoning proceeds 
thusly: the problem 
of poverty is pro­
posed, its pitiable 
direness expounded, 
our moral duties 
elucidated, and then, 
as startlingly as the 
first dawn and just as 
illuminating, the solution arises!
Then,slowly, Mr. Edwards holds 
his readers in painful suspense. It 
is a heart-wrenching scene as Mr. 
Edwards cries out to the dark, piti­
less heavens: “But what can I do?” 
You see, Mr. Edwards feels helpless 
against the problem of poverty. He 
is just one individual. Oh universe, 
how cruel! But Mr. Edwards com­
forts himself with the knowledge 
that he merely asked the wrong 
question. It is not “What can 1 
do?” but rather, “What can we do 
as a nation?”
Alone we are weak, but as a na­
tion we are strong, it is said. The 
nation is strong, so it can and must 
provide for the weak. But is this 
really the optimal solution? What 
does the government provide 
that it has not coercively extract­
ed prior? Do you foolishly deny
To read the 
original article 
titled “Poverty is 
everyone's prob­
lem" by Collin Ed­
wards, please go 
to http://tinyurl. 
com/5w5aqz.
that taxes are co­
erced from taxp.ay- 
ers, and from these 
funds, from which 
the politicians have 
taken their cut and 
their friends’ cut, the 
poor are relieved? 
We might stop here 
and admit that it 
would hardly mat­
ter if the poor were 
adequately supported by means of 
taxation. Taxation is still coercive, 
an act of aggression against right­
ful property, and therefore wrong. 
But if I stopped there, some might 
be tempted to take a cheap shot 
and say I’m simply obsessed with 
money. Hardly. I am simply willing 
to point out the extreme idiocy 
and contrariness in maintaining 
the possibility of achieving a moral 
good (helping the poor) through 
an immoral means (legalized plun­
der, or taxation, if you prefer). Is it 
not folly to attempt to solve one 
moral problem with the addition 
of another?
How tragically pathetic is the 
idealist of today who puts his faith 
in government! His understand­
ing of poverty is so shallow that 
he thinks throwing more money 
at the problem will solve it. His
will is so weak that instead of do­
ing anything useful, he is forever 
exhausting his breath exhorting 
others to do the job. He first at­
tempts to convince “the nation” 
that it should give more money to 
the poor only to realize that this 
is a difficult task and so he resorts 
to calling upon the government 
to force his fellow citizens into his 
charitable scheme.
If these are the bumbling saviors 
of the poor, 1 pity the poor indeed. 
If among you there are any truly 
desirous t)f relieving poverty, I en­
courage you to become unflinch­
ingly charitable with your own 
money. I warn that you shall find 
the task so much harder than sim­
ply giving away others’ money that 
you might even quit. But at least 
you shall have learned something 
in the process and perhaps will not 
be such an intolerable bore to the 
rest of society.
But if you will not choose this 
route and insist upon government 
intervention and government 
funds to solve the problem, I wish 
you the most abysmal failure.
Jeremy Hicks is a political science 
senior, the president of the Libertar­
ian Club and a guest columnist for the 
Mustang Daily.
LETTERS
TO TH E EDITOR
In response to Richard 
Bailey’s letter to the editor
In the words of Kurt Vonnegut, 
“Let’s give another big tax cut to the 
super-rich.That’ll teach bin Laden a 
lesson he won’t soon forget.”
N athan Giusti 
Computer science junior
I’m going to lurk here and wait until 
this article gets rickrolled. Seriously, 
Taylor, you’ve opened up a can of 
worms.
—  D aniella
Response to "Welcome hack, Mr.Astley: 
I think it’s time you go”
Just a couple of musings relating to 
the Saudi Arabia deal with Cal Poly:
1) The last sentence of the article 
states: “Because of the interest in 
the issue, the finalized contract will 
probably be available to the public.”
If the contract is to be available to 
the public, it won’t be because of 
“interest in the issue.” Since Cal Poly 
is a public institution that is subsi­
dized with taxpayer dollars, doesn’t 
the public have the right to see the 
contract? Shouldn’t it be mandatory 
that Cal Poly publish the contract? If 
a public, tax-supported, state-funded 
university is allowed to keep such re­
cords private, that university should 
no longer be funded by the public.
2) It is interesting that Noori insists 
that JUC will open its engineering 
college to women as “industry de­
mand emerges.” He then covers him­
self by immediately stating that “JUC 
decides what fields of engineering 
they need and what the needs of 
society are.” Translation from BS to 
English: Saudi Arabian society does 
not place w-omen much higher than 
the family dog and therefore would 
never allow female engineers to 
work in the industry. Noori’s two 
points are ... pointless. Imagine if Cal 
Poly forced female, gay, or Jewish co­
ordinators into JU C ’s program.There 
are many, many questions about this 
that are either being unanswered
or are resulting in softball, evasive 
responses. Publish the contract! Cal 
Poly is not a private university. And 
since the administration insists there 
IS no wrongdoing, full disclosure 
shouldn’t be a problem — right? Let 
the university population and the 
general public decide if this program 
is in our best interests.
— IVondcring...
Response to "Students question .Saudi 
.•\rabia program"
Cireat article Sinead! I’m really 
happy to see that there is finally a 
food column in the Mustang Daily.
I just wanted to say, with all respect 
and no intention of sounding sexist, 
that I don’t know if it’s just the men 
on campus that need help in the 
kitchen. I’m a male and I thoroughly 
enjoy cooking, but it seems like 
there’s a shortage of good female and 
male home-chefs around campus.
Response to “Guaranteed second base"
Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
Girls & Sports by Justin Borus and Andrew Felnstein
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^‘crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0305
Across
I Humble home 
5 Software
rerelease, e.g
I I  Plane with a 
machmeter;
Abbr.
14 Protagonist
15 Meteor in a 
meteor shower
16 Spray-paint, 
maybe
17 Fly oft the 
handle
10 Common
computer feature
20 Chemical 
compound suffix
21 Hatcher of 
“Desperate 
Housewives”
22 Bulldog
23 German auto 
debut of 1974
27 Departed
28 Big name in 
stationery
29 Longoria of 
"Desperate 
Housewives”
31 Long, long___
32 City near Saint- 
Exupéry 
International 
Airport
33 Frankie with the 
1959 #1 hit 
“Wfiy"
36 It's more than a 
pinch; Abbr
37 First person to 
win a Smarties 
Prize, for 
children’s books, 
three years in a 
row
40 the season
43 Ohio city named 
for a
mathematician
44 Lends a hand
48 1969 ’bed-in" 
participant
49 Hoops org.
50 “Eat!”
51 Does in
53 Universal 
recipient type
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57 Some game 
endings
59 Govt. org.
60 Neckline shape
61 Cause of some 
burns
64 Munich mister
65 Sting
66 Cropped up
67 Melpomene, e g.
68 Units in a coll, 
curriculum
69 Least prominent
70 Hightailed it
Down
1 Turn from a 
grape into a 
raisin, e g.
2 Progress
3 Automaker 
Maserati
4 One eye in ;-)
5 Peptic disorder
6 Los Angeles’s 
San __ Bay
7 Kind of column
8 "It’s ___-brainer"
9 Curry of "The 
Rocky Horror 
Picture Show"
10 Drainage 
indicator
11 Show 
friendliness
12 Cash cache
13 “Rock-a-bye. 
baby" spot
19 Undeveloped
21 Shack roof 
material
24 If, and or but: 
Abbr.
25 They're part of 
the string section
26 Egg-shaped
y 3
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Puzzto by St«v«n Ginzburg
30 “Raggedy” one
33 Dutch-speaking 
part of the West 
Indies
34 Words, 
informally
35 Spiked punch?
38 Novelist Kesey
39 Manner of going
40 An overdose of
41 Pro
42 Starts to melt
45 "You win"
46 Varied
47 Showed 
contempt
50 Like many a 
home
improvement 
project, for short
52 Driver s license 
datum
54 Remote control 
button
55 Fairy tale 
baddies
56 Bloodhound’s 
guide
58 It may be caught 
in a filter
62 Ida. neighbor
63 Round Table 
hononfic
64  ______ Pinafore
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes com/learning/xwords.
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C o a c h e s
continued from  page 12
surplus of male caiululatcs and a 
dearth ot female ones.
“I think there are certainly more 
men probably out there looking for 
coaching jobs as well,” said Jim Liv- 
engood, athletic director at Arizona, 
where eight of 11 women s teams 
are coached by men. “One of things, 
1 know were always looking in the 
profession trying to get more females 
to become interested in coaching.”
Slater is trying to rectify that 
through the coaches academy, to re­
cruit future coaches — and keep cur­
rent ones in the profession. For her 
part, she is fine with men coaching 
women s teams — as long as the hir­
ing process is evenhanded.
"For me, it’s really just that wom­
en be given an equal opportunity in 
athletics, in every aspect,” Slater said. 
“That they have equal opportunity to 
apply for jobs and be given an inter­
view, an opportumty to get the job. 
To me, it’s about the fairness of it all.”
Since Director of Athletics Daryl 
Gross arrived at Syracuse in Decem­
ber 2004, there have been nine coach­
ing vacancies on women’s teams. He 
filled seven with men. Chris Fox took 
up two of those spots, part of his role 
as head coach of four teams: men’s 
track and field, women’s track and 
field, men’s cross country and wom­
en’s cross country.
A man replaced a woman in only 
Gait’s case.
It’s not about gender. Gross said. 
It’s about talent.
“We want to give our student- 
athletes the best coaching and teach­
ing available,” Gross said via e-mail. 
“It doesn’t matter as long as they are 
the best we can get.”
In the past year, the best Syracuse 
can get means:
- Paul Flanagan leaving St. Law­
rence, a school he guided to five 
women’s Frozen Fours in eight years, 
to coach Syracuse’s inaugural wom­
en’s hockey season.
- Phil Wheddon leaving his spot 
as goalie coach on the U.S. women’s 
national team to take over a stagnant 
women’s soccer program.
- Gait, considered the greatest la­
crosse player of all time, leaving his
head coaching job in the National 
Lacrosse League to run his alma mat­
er’s women’s team.
And it also means Jensen, IW.i 
French Open doubles champion and 
ESPN tennis analyst, dragging him- 
sell and his team out of bed before 
dawn to practice at Drunilins C'oun- 
try Cdub.
Pat Jensen taught Luke equality. 
His team bears the brunt of that now; 
five-mile runs, sets of pushups (“guys’ 
pushups,” he said) and a spring break 
conditioning trip to “C^ anip Hell” in 
nimpa, Fla.
They study men’s tennis — the 
women’s game is 10 years behind the 
men’s, Jensen said. I le wants his play­
ers to be ahead of the curve.
And the women on the team — 
the ones who’ve stayed since Jensen 
arrived in 2006, at least — don’t 
complain to him,Jensen said.
“The gender issue, once again, re­
ally never plays a part,” he said. “They 
never say,‘Well, 1 can’t do this because 
I’m a girl.’There’s no ‘I can’t’ on this 
program, or on this team.”
So is there a difference between 
coaching men and women? Sure; 
little things.
They’re close-knit, Jensen said, 
more so than any teams he had been a 
part o f He never remembers hugging 
a teammate after a loss.StiU, it’s mosdy 
the same as working with men.
Quentin Hillsman has experience 
with both sides — he started out as 
a men’s coach. But he said he has no 
plans to go back.
Hillsman fell into the women’s 
game by accident. He filled in when 
the girl’s coach at Maryland’s presti­
gious Newport School left the team 
less than a decade ago. He’s run with 
the ladies ever since.
Women are more “detail-orient­
ed,” Hillsman said.
“I think that you really have to 
game plan a lot harder,” he said. “Be­
cause I don’t know if at all times if 
purely their athleticism gets them out 
of as a many jams as it does on the 
men’s side.”
Not much difference besides that, 
he said. It’s all basketball.
Gary Gait had a similar perspective. 
He too had experience with women 
before coming to SU. After winning 
three national titles at Syracuse and 
beginning a pro lacrosse caa*er, Gait 
spent nine years as an assistant on the
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tennessee’s Candace Parker (left) w on  this season’s John R. W ooden  
Award, given to  the m ost outstanding college basketball player o f  the year. 
H er coach, Pat Sum m itt (right), received the Legends o f  C oaching Award.
Maryland women’s team.
So he’s picked up a few things. 
He emphasizes the positive and runs 
more drills and fewer scrimmages 
for his players — a different type of 
practice than those he runs as a head 
coach of the Canadian men’s Under- 
19 team.
But Gait brushed off the idea of 
having difficulty adjusting to the 
women’s lacrosse game. It’s just an­
other set of rules, he said. No dif­
ferent than segueing from indoor to 
outdoor lacrosse. The rules change, 
the game stays the same.
Gait also hired Maggie Koch and 
Shannon Burke, both a year out of 
college, as assistants — a dash of fe­
male youth to counteract himself and 
assistant coach John Battaglino.
“Well, there’s a rea.son for every­
thing, right?” he said.“l looked at my­
self and John and said, I need a goalie 
coach, and I’d like to have a couple 
young coaches who can relate to 
these players and really get an under­
standing of where they’re at.”
The players get that. Katie Row­
an, the junior attack and the nation’s 
leading scorer, said it was helpful hav­
ing Burke and Koch around.
“Since we are more on their level, 
(for) more personal issues, if you ever 
needed help, I think I would person­
ally feel more comfortable going to 
them,” Rowan said.
For Jensen, that’s what coaching is 
all about. Building relationships, get­
ting to know players. He’s still learn­
ing that after just a year on the job.
“It’s not a gender issue, but a com­
munication issue,” Jensen said. “If 
you’re a good teacher, you can get 
through to anybody.”
B a seb a ll
continued from  page !2  
homer.
Millwood then snagged an­
other comebacker by Izturis 
for an out before allowing three 
straight singles, the last by ('hone 
Figgins driving in a run. Vladimir 
Guerrero and Anderson had ctm- 
secutive doubles in the fifth to tie 
the game.
Josh Hamilton drew a two-out 
walk in the first and scored on 
Milton Bradley’s dtnible. Brad­
ley went 2-for-5, extending his 
hitting streak to 10 games, and 
hit .444 (12-for-27) in his first 
homestand with the Rangers.
After a single by David Mur­
phy and rw'o walks in the second, 
Ian Kinsler had a sacrifice fly and 
Michael Young an RBI single to 
make it 3-0. Bradley had a leadoff 
single it the third and scored on 
Murphy’s sac fly for a 4-0 lead.
Pinch-hitter Marlon Byrd was 
hit by a pitch to start the seventh, 
then Murphy hit a ball to right- 
center that rattled off the wall. But 
the Rangers didn’t score when 
Byrd suddenly stopped at third 
and Murphy was caught heading 
there.
“In that inning, you wonder 
what might have been,” Murphy 
said.
“It’s called bad baserunning, 
that’s what it was,” Byrd said. “1 
had a little brainffeeze around 
third. I thought he was going to 
hold me up, and then Murph was 
on my back.”
Earn $1CX)-$200/8hift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back In SLO one week only. Day/Eve. 
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HEU» WANTED
Park Ranger-Seasonal 
Seasonal Staff-Student 
Intern- work closely with 
Park Ranger staff perform­
ing all duties in Regional and 
Community facilities in San 
Luis Obispo County Parks. 
$9-$l 1/ hr. Flexible Schedule 
Will Train Pristine outdoor 
work sites 788-2415
TREEHOUSE Custom 
treehouse design needed for 
cluster of 3 aged highly 
protected oaks. Fee 
negotiable. (408)728-1278
Make $$$ Now! 
DRINKACTPOWER.COM
Place your ad today! 
www.mustangdaily.net/ 
classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
CAR mustang, ford 2003 
coupe, 63.5k, auto, midnight 
blue, spoiler, great cond.
$9,350. 481-8943.
Get Wiped! ACTION 
WIPES - The ultimate sports 
wet wipes! Extra Big, Extra 
Thick, Natural Ingredients 
www.actionwipes.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DO YOU PLAY GUITAR 
HERO OR ROCK BACK? 
Is your guitar just sitting on 
the floor? Axe Rack Inc. is 
producing student made gui­
tar hero stands that hold two 
guitars. Visit: 
www.theaxerack.com for 
more info
View all classified ads online 
at mustangdaily.net/ 
classifieds and place your 
own!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE HAIRCUTS The 
Bladerunner is kwking for 
able and willing Hair Models 
for an upcoming Haircut­
ting Class at our Salon April 
9th in the evening. Male and 
Female models are needed. 
Please call or email if you 
are interested! 541 -5 131
Unlimited yoga classes $9() for 
90 days. Smiling Dog Yoga 
546-91(X). 1227 Archer St. 
www.smilingdogyogaSLO.com
Volunteer at Cal Poly 
Student Community Services 
Stop by UU Room 217! 
or call (805) 756- 2476
Place your ad Uxlay! www. 
mustangdaily.net/classifieds
TRAVEL
GRADUATION WEEK 
Avila Beach 5 Star Resort 
sleeps 4. S14(X)/ wk. 805- 
528-1155. sanluisbayinn.com 
bsai@charter.net
SL BAY INN RESORT 
$199nt. OPEN HOUSE 4-18
2 nts. GRADUATION 6-12
3 nts. PISMO CAR SHOW 
6-20 2nts. Call Cathy (661)
747-7715
HOUSINi
Room for Rent $8(X)/ Mo. 
utilities pd, washer/ dryer 
swiming pool. 1360 Laurel 
Lane 805 490 3838
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos For Sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 OR email steve@ 
slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
Lost anything? Please 
contact Cal Poly Lost and 
Found in building 70 or at 
805-756-7469.
LOST cell phone Blue LG 
Chocolate, around business 
bldg, agoretti@calpoly.edu. 
Reward!!!
FOUND Sport wrist watch. 
Outside Building 26. Call 
(805)441-6524
LOST Camera: Cannon 
SD750. Contact Garret Dong 
(209)629-0192
LOST Gold heart shaped 
charm. On Cal Poly Campus. 
Incredible sentimental value, 
reward if found. Please 
contact Sheila 756-2784
LOST Camo jacket. If found, 
please call: 831-801-8718
m ustangdaily.net
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Mustangs get 16 hits, win 
for fifth time in six games
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY
Cal Poly sophom ore Luke Yoder, right, slides into hom e plate during the M ustangs’ 10-7 w in over Fresno State at Baggett Stadium  Tuesday n ig h t  
Five o f  the M ustangs’ runs came in the third inning as they w on their hfith o f  six games. For a com plete recap, go online to m ustangdaily.net
Angels send R angers to  fifth -straigh t loss
S tep h en  H aw k in s
ASMX lATED WESS
AKLINCJTON, Texas — C.ary 
Matthews Jr. never felt as though 
he was stuck in a bad slump, even 
though he knew his recent statistics.
* “Any player that says he ignores 
the numbers Hat-out lies,” Matthews 
said. “When you are going through 
a tough time, you know it, and it 
doesn’t sit well with you.... But if I 
can go through some tough stretch­
es and still drive in some runs. I’ll 
take It.”
Matthews picked a nice time to 
snap out of a 3-for-27 slide, hitting 
a tiebreaking, three-run double to 
help the Los Angeles Angels rally past 
Texas 7-4 on Tuesday. The Rangers 
ended their first homestand of the 
season with their fifth straight loss.
Angels manager Mike Scioscia 
never considered giving Matthews a 
take sign with the bases loaded and a 
2-0 count in the sixth inning.
“Gary’s going to be there for us. 
He’s going to hit,” Scioscia said. “1 
just thought if it was in there, we all 
had confidence he was going to get 
a good hack at it.”
Matthews doubled to left-center 
on the next pitch from josh Rupe 
(0-1), who took over to start the in­
ning because Kevin Millwood left 
after 70 pitches in a 4-all game due 
to a bruised left shin sustained when 
he was hit by a batted ball in the sec­
ond.
There was no indication that 
Millwood was hurt after a ball hit
by Maicer Izturis ricocheted oif the 
pitcher’s left leg and rtilled to first 
ba.se, where Ben Broussard picked it 
up and tagged the bag for an easy 
out. Millwood was even smiling 
when manager Ron Washington 
came out to check on him, but the 
right-hander’s leg stiffened up after 
that.
“After I first got hit, it went away 
a little bit, but then I sat down and it 
started stiffening up. It got a little bit 
worse after every inning,” Millwood 
said. “1 felt good. I felt pretty sharp. 
It was just one of those situations 
where every time I landed on my 
front foot. I’d wince a little bit.”
Millwood expects to be able to 
make his next scheduled start Sun­
day at Boston.
Darren Oliver (1-0), like Mat­
thews a former Ranger, threw 2 2-3 
scoreless innings in relief of starter 
Dustin Moseley. Francisco Rodri­
guez worked the ninth, overcom­
ing two walks for his fifth save in six 
chances.
Matthews used to be cheered in 
Texas, where in 2(X)6 he was an All- 
Star center fielder who hit a career- 
best .313 and made many highlight- 
reel catches. But he left as a free 
agent after that season, and the fans 
boo him when he comes back.
“It was a little odd,” Matthews 
said. “You’d think people would be 
happy when I come back because 
I played well here, played hard for 
these people.”
Rangers fans certainly weren’t 
happy after Matthews’ big hit.
though their frustration was more 
about their team going 2-6 on its 
first homestand.
“We played as bad as we could 
play. The only way we can go is up,” 
Washington said.“That doesn’t make 
our season. We had a bad five games. 
We’re going to have to get ourselves 
out of it.”
Millwood was also hit on the 
throwing hand by a batted ball, 
when he reached up attempting to 
grab a ball in the fourth that turned 
into a groundout. That play came 
between a single by Garrett Ander­
son and Casey Kotchman’s two-run
see Baseball, page 11
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Los A ngeles Angel G aiy  M atthew s Jr. w atches his three-run doub le  
in  front o f  Texas Rangers catcher Adam  M eihuse in A rlington , Texas.
SPORTS e d i t o r : 1 )onovan Aird 
niustingdailysports@gmail.com
M ore m en  
coach  
w om en
A n d y M cC u llou gh
DAIIY ()RANC;H (sYRAi u se)
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Pat Jensen 
taught her boy Luke how to treat 
women as a child. All Luke had to 
do was watch his mom coach her 
high school gymnastics team practice, 
with 30 to 40 girls tumbling in the 
Ludington High gym and no ice ma­
chines in sight.
“In the middle of the winter,” said 
Luke, now coach of the Syracuse ten­
nis team, “if a gymnast twisted her 
ankle — this is no he — in a leotard, 
(my mom) put her outside in a snow 
bank, shoved her foot in the snow for 
20 minutes. In a leotard in the middle 
of winter.
“1 mean, she wasn’t too worried 
that (the gymnast) was a little girl in 
high school. She was an athlete. You 
got to ice that ankle.”
The lesson stuck.
Jensen observed that epoch of 
women’s athletics through his family, 
listening to his mother and watching 
his sisters as they rose through the 
tennis ranks.
He carts around that education 
today, in which he again has first­
hand knowledge of the latest trend 
in women’s athletics: men coaching 
women’s teams. Men currendy coach 
10 of 13 women’s squads at Syracuse.
Women coached more than 90 
percent of women’s teams in 1972, 
the year Title IX took eff ect. The fed­
eral law prohibits sex discriminatitYii 
in all education programs but applies 
most often to sports. It ensures that 
institutions provide the same number 
of men’s and women’s athletic schol­
arships.
Title IX meant equal opportunity. 
It meant more e.xposure: ESPN, for 
example, televises the women’s bas­
ketball tournament. It meant more 
money: the average salary for the 
head coach of a women’s collegiate 
team is $131,037 a year, according to 
the 2006-07 Equity in Athletics Dis­
closure Act.
It also meant more men.
Women now coach less than 43 
percent of women’s collegiate teams, 
according to the 2008 edition of R. 
Vivian Acosta and Linda Jean Car­
penter’s annual study “Women in In­
tercollegiate Sport.”The two women, 
both profes.sor emeriti at Brooklyn 
College, have put out the study since 
1978. That year was also the cut-off 
for mandatory compliance with Tide 
IX: 58.2 percent of teams then were 
coached by women.
The number has steadily decreased 
since.
The Orange coaching roster Ls 
a snapshot of that trend: Quentin 
Hillsman pacing the sideline during 
women’s basketball games, Gary Gait 
doing likewise during women’s la- 
crosse,Jing Pu’s quiet presence during 
volleyball season.
“When you look at the big picture 
of things, when the statistics show 
42 percent,” said Celia Slater, execu­
tive director of the NCAA Women’s 
Coaches Academy,“that’s when it gets 
your attention.”
Part of the reason for the shift is a 
see Coaches, page 11
